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Quasimolecular states in24Mg and d-a angular correlations
in the 12C„

14N,d…24Mg* „a…

20Ne reaction
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Theoretical approach for studies on particle-particle angular correlations in nuclear reactions induced by
light and semiheavy ions with an incident energy up to 10 MeV/nucleon is developed. The generalized
methods for calculations of the angular correlation functions and the spin tensors of the density matrix for the
reaction products based on the distorted-wave model with finite interaction range and the compound nucleus
model are presented for reactions involving high-lying excited states. The differential cross sections andd-a
correlation functions in the12C(14N,d)24Mg* (a)20Ne reaction induced by14N ions atElab529–45 MeV are
analyzed both in the framework of the model of direct12C transfer and the statistical compound nucleus model.
The reduced width amplitudes for the higher-excited states in24Mg with 12C^

12C quasimolecular structure are
extracted. The importance of relative motion of12C112C* nuclei is demonstrated.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Experimental and theoretical studies of nuclear molecu
states in the heavy ion reactions have been conducted s
the beginning 1960s, when nuclear quasimolecules were
perimentally discovered by Bromley, Kuehner, and Almqv
@1,2# in the 12C112C system. It was found that these une
pectedly narrow and well-separated resonances in the in
action of heavy ions are well correlated in different chann
and that their widths are much greater than for
compound-nucleus~CN! ones for a given excitation energ
~around 15–50 MeV! of the CN system@1,2#. During last
decades the search for resonance phenomena has bee
tended to the more heavier symmetric and asymmetric
tems~which feature evenN and evenZ nuclei! primarily in
elastic and inelastic scattering and in reactions leading
a-particle transfer channels@3–6#. The light and semiheavy
ion grazing collisions can form states with very high angu
momentum, and these states are associated with quas
lecular configurations of two rotating nuclei. In the rece
studies@7–9#, the breakup reactions induced by light ions a
associated with fissionlike decay of the quasimolecular s
into two heavy fragments, for example,24Mg→ 12C112C or
24Mg→16O18Be. It was suggested that an enhanced se
tivity to the state with a strongly deformed quasimolecu
configuration can be achieved in experiments.

Original microscopic model has been developed to
scribe moleculelike12C112C structure in24Mg @10,11#. The
recent experimental results in this field and theoretical m
els describing nuclear quasimolecules are summarized in
book of Greiner, Park, and Scheid@12# and review of Betts
and Wuosmaa@13#!.

Experimental and theoretical investigations of t
particle-particle angular correlations and the final state po

*Corresponding author. FAX:152 72 22 96 55 54. Email ad
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ization of nuclei in multinucleon transfer reactions induc
by light and semiheavy ions with nontrivial spins@14–22#,
opened up a new chapter in the study of the cluster
quasimolecular nuclear states and the reaction mechani
Thus, it should be emphasized that in the collision of nuc
possessing spins the interaction is, in general, noncentral
it depends on the relative orientation of spins. In particu
when mechanism for final-nucleus formation is differe
from statistical evaporation, the final nucleus with nonze
spin is oriented and the population of the magnetic subst
becomes nonuniform. When the final nucleus is formed in
excited state, it’s decay becomes anisotropic too. Never
less, in binary reactions it is possible to restore complet
all the components of the density matrix of a final nucle
state by measuring the angular correlation functions in s
eral reaction planes@14#.

Historically, the study of particle-particle angular correl
tions began with investigations of the quasielastic knock
reactionsA(p,2p)B* on light nuclei@23# and the clustering
phenomena in light nuclei by the (a,ax) reactions@24,25#.
Important quantitative spectroscopic information and n
theoretical results were obtained recently in Refs.@26,27#,
where the quasielastic knockout ofa clusters by intermedi-
ate energy protons and ultrarelativistic electrons was stud
in details.

As early as in 1984, Artemovet al. @15# obtained experi-
mental data for thed-a angular correlation functions~ACFs!
in the 12C(14N,d)24Mg(a)20Ne reaction. These data have a
tracted considerable interest to the study of quasimolec
states of nuclei via particle-particle angular correlations
was found that for the excited state 13.45 MeV (Jp561) in
24Mg there exist oscillations in ACF at forward deutero
emission angles, whose shape is well described by the sq
of the sixth-order Legendre polynomial and could not
explained by the CN model. The authors interpreted this f
as the proof of direct transfer of 12 nucleons and sugge
the presence of quasimolecular12C^

12C configurations in
this state of24Mg. This result was confirmed ones again
©2002 The American Physical Society04-1
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1994 by Zurmuhleet al. @19#. Moreover, the exact finite
range DWBA~EFR-DWBA! calculations of the differentia
cross sections assuming the direct-carbon-transfer me
nism @28,29# demonstrated that, in general, this model giv
a good agreement with the experimental data. Whereas
analysis of the deuteron angular distributions as well asd-a
ACFs assuming the Hauser-Feshbach formalism for the
model@30# confirmed the importance of CN contribution an
demonstrated the smooth monotonic behavior of the ca
lated d-a ACFs for the 13.45-MeV(61) state in 24Mg for
forward deuteron emission angles.

Nevertheless, a number of important questions still
mained. Why was a polynomial structure of the ACFs o
served only for one selected state in24Mg and was not ob-
served for other states with high spin near this state? I
only exception rather than the rule? What is the origin of
energy dependence of the ACFs for this state? What is
reaction mechanism that makes the main contribution to
reaction cross sections and ACFs? These questions are
up in this paper.

Our study focuses on the theoretical analysis of differ
reaction characteristics and their relation with the quasim
lecular states in 24Mg for excitation energies ofE*
58 –14 MeV. We calculate the differential cross sections
well asd-a ACFs in 12C(14N,d)24Mg* (a)20Ne to obtain the
full description of experimental data reported to date and
answer the questions mentioned above.

In Sec. II of the paper, the basic mathematical formali
of ACF calculation for massive transfer mechanisms in EF
DWBA and for the CN model in the Hauser-Feshbach f
malism is developed. Section III of the paper focuses
investigations of the 12C(14N,d)24Mg* (a)20Ne reaction
cross sections and ACFs and on the numerical calculation
quasimolecular12C^

12C* states in24Mg. The quantitative
values of the reduced width amplitudes~RWAs! for the 12C
^

12C configurations are extracted, and contributions of
different reaction mechanisms are compared.

II. GENERAL METHODS FOR CALCULATIONS
OF THE PARTICLE-PARTICLE ANGULAR

CORRELATION FUNCTIONS BASED ON THE SPIN
DENSITY MATRIX AND ITS SPIN TENSORS

A. General formalism

Let us study the differential cross sections and angu
correlation functions in reactions induced by light and se
heavy ions in the framework of the general theory of angu
correlations in terms of the spin density matrixr I(M ,M 8)
developed in the classic works of Biedenharn and Rose@31#,
and Goldfarb@32#. The spin density matrix characterizes t
orientational properties of a system in the spin space and
be obtained by integration of the complete wave funct
C I(r ,M ) of a system with spinI and a spin projectionM
over the radial variable

r I~M ,M 8!5E dr uC I~r ,M 8!&^C I~r ,M !u. ~1!
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In a nonoriented system, all the spin states are popula
with equal probability

r I~M ,M 8!5
dMM8
2I 11

, ~2!

where the following normalization condition for the densi
matrix is used:

Tr r I~M ,M 8!51. ~3!

For a binary nuclear reactionA(a,b)B the relation between
the spin density matrices of the system before and after
collision r iandr f is determined~like that between the initial
and final wave functions of the system! in terms of the tran-
sition amplitudeTi f :

r f5^Ti f r iTi f
1&. ~4!

In the initial state the nuclei are independent, and theref
r i factorizes into two parts corresponding to the projec
and target. In the case of unpolarized incident particles
targets the initial system is nonoriented and thus, accord
to Eq. ~2!, all the spin projections are populated with equ
probability and the spin density matrices of the initial nuc
are diagonal. To obtain the density matrix of the final syst
we extract the spin density matrixr I f

of the final nucleusB*
and average over the spin projections of the emergent
ticle. Then the spin density matrix of the nucleusB* in the
state with spinI f and projectionM f may be written as

r I f
~M f ,M f8!5

1

~2I a11!~2I A11!

3 (
MaMAMbMb8

Ti f ,MaMAMbM f
Ti f ,MaMAM

b8M
f8

* .

~5!

For practical applications it is convenient to introduce t
spin tensorsrkq(I f) of the density matrix, which are define
by the standard manner

rkq~ I f !5A2I f11 (
M f M f8

~21! I f2M f8

3^I fM f8I f2M f ukq&r I f
~M f ,M f8!, ~6!

where 0,k,2I f andq52k, . . . ,k.
If the spin density matrices of initial nonoriented nucl

satisfy the normalization condition~3!, the spin density ma-
trix ~5! is normalized to the differential cross section

Tr r I f
~M f ,M f8!5

ds

dV
5r00. ~7!

This important property of the monopole spin tensor direc
follows from Eq.~6!.
4-2
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Spin tensors of the spin density matrix for excited nucl
states and other characteristics of an oriented system ca
obtained by studying the angular correlation functions of
action products.

Let us consider a two stage nuclear process, the first s
of which, a(I a)1A(I A)→B* (I f)1b(I b), is the binary
nuclear reaction, where the nucleusB* is produced in an
excited state. The second stage of the process is the d
B* (I f)→C(I 0)1c(I c), whereC is the residual nucleus an
c is the secondary emission of particle org quantum~the
total nuclear spins are shown in brackets!. According to the
general formalism, the angular correlation functio
W(Vb ,Vc) is defined as the probability for simultaneo
detection of particleb emitted in the directionnW 1 and particle
c emitted in the directionnW 2. The functionW(Vb ,Vc) is
defined in terms of the spin density matrixr I f

(M f ,M f8) of

the final nucleusB* (I f) and the matrix« I f
(M f ,M f8) of the

emitted particle detection efficiency:

W~nW 1 ,nW 2![W~Vb ,Vc!5Tr~« I f
* r I f

!. ~8!

One can obtain an alternative form for the function~8! using
the spin tensorsrkq(I f) of the spin density matrix and th
tensors«kq(I f ;Vc) of the efficiency matrix

W~Vb ,Vc!5(
kq

rkq~ I f ,Vb!«kq* ~ I f ,Vc!. ~9!

The systemB* (I f)→C* (I 0)1c(I c) is described by the
angular-momentum coupling scheme

I f5I01I c1L5S1L , ~10!

where L is the orbital angular momentum of the relativ
motion of decay products, andS is the channel spin.

When spin states of the residual nucleusC and the emitted
particlec are not fixed or all their spin states are popula
with equal probability, the tensors of the efficiency mat
take the form@18,21#

«kq~ I f ;Vc!5~2I f11! (
SLL8

~21! I f1SA~2L11!~2L811!

~2k11!~2I c11!

3^L0L80uk0&w~LI fL8I f :Sk!Ykq* ~Vc!. ~11!

In a special case of the zero spinI c of the emitted particle
~for example, in a case ofa-particle decay of the excited
nuclear state! and the zero spinI 0 of the residual nucleusC,
the tensors«kq(I f) take the more simple form

«kq~ I f ;Vc!5~21! I f~2I f11!@4p~2k11!#21/2

3^I f0I f0uk0&Ykq* ~Vc!. ~12!

In this case the equation for the angular correlation funct
results from Eqs.~5!, ~6!, and~12!,
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W~Vb ,Vc!5
~2I f11!1/2

~2I a11!~2I A11!

3 (
M f M f8

~21! I fYI f M f
* ~Vc!YI f M f8

~Vc!

3 (
MaMAMb

uTi f ,MaMAMbM f
~Vb!u2. ~13!

If one of the decay products has nonzero spin, then m
general expressions for the tensors of efficiency matrix
general Eqs.~8!, ~9! for the ACFs may be used~see, for
example, the6Li* polarization tensors measurements a
calculations viaa-a1 angular correlations presented in th
paper@21#!.

Two general methods for calculations of the spin tens
of density matrix and the ACFs are considered in our wo
they are the exact finite-range DWBA~EFR-DWBA! and the
modified Hauser-Feshbach~HF! methods of statistical CN
model.

B. Mathematical formalism for calculations of the angular
correlation functions in the exact finite range DWBA

In the EFR-DWBA the transition amplitudeTi f of the
reactionA(a,b)B is given by@33#

Ti f ~Vb!5
1

AEiEf

Kb

Ka
E E dradrbx (2)~Kbrb!Ix (1)~Kara!,

~14!

wherex (1)(Kara) andx (2)(Kbrb) are distorted waves in the
entrance and exit reaction channels,I5^CBCbuVuCACa& is
the overlap integral of the internal wave function
CB ,Cb ,CA ,Ca of the corresponding nuclei and the inte
action potentialV. For the one-stepdirect terms~‘‘breakup’’
of the projectile! V contains the interaction potential for th
direct stripping and heavy knock-on mechanisms. Fina
the transition amplitudeTi f may be written as@34#

Ti f ~Vb!5
1

AEiEf

Kb

Ka

3 (
I 1M1I 2M2lml

~21! l 1M2@~2I 111!~2I 211!#1/2

3^I AMAI 1M1uI fM f&^I bMbI 2M2uI aMa&

3^I 22M2I 1M1u lml& (
L1L2I XEX

~21!L11L2

3QlL1L2I 1I 2I XI f
b lmlL1L2I XEX

~Vb!. ~15!

The essence of the reaction mechanism is contained in
kinematical amplitudesb lmlL1L2I XEX

(Vb), which are the
overlap integrals of incoming and outgoing distorted wav
the wave functions of the relative motion, and the interact
potentials.
4-3
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We write the structure factorsQlL1L2I 1I 2I XI f
in terms of

the RWAs;QL1I 1I XI f

B→X1A andQL2I 2I XI a

a→X1b , which describe the prob

ability of formation of the cluster configurationsX1A and
X1b containing the intermediate nucleusX in the nucleiB
anda, respectively,

QlL1L2I 1I 2I XI f

5~21! I X
u~ I 1L1I 2L2 :I Xl !

A2I X11
QL1I 1I XI f

B→X1AQL2I 2I XI a

a→X1b .

~16!

The standard angular-momentum coupling scheme is u
in Eqs.~15!, ~16!

l5L11L25I 11I2 ,

I f5I11IA , Ia5I21Ib , ~17!

wherel is the transferred angular momentum,L1 andL2 are
orbital angular momenta of relative motion of the cluste
A1X and b1X in the nucleiB and a, respectively, andI 1
and I 2 are total transferred angular momenta.

Substituting Eq.~15! into Eq. ~13!, we write the expres-
sion for the ACF in the EFR-DWBA as

W~ I f ;Vb ,Vc!5
~2I f11!1/2

~2I A11!
3 (

I 2M2MA
U(

M f

MI 2M2MA

I f M f ~Vb!

3YI f M f
* ~Vc!U2

, ~18!

where
03460
ed

s

MI 2M2MA

I f M f ~Vb!5 (
I 1M1

~2I 111!1/2^I AMAI 1M1uI fM f&

3(
lml

i l^I 22M2I 1M1u lml&

3 (
L1L2I XEX

~21! l 1L11L2QlL1L2I 1I 2I XI f

3b lmlL1L2I XEX
~Vb!. ~19!

The expression~18! has been obtained here for the ca
when both the emitted particlec and residual nucleusC have
zero spins. A similar analysis can be carried out for the n
zero spin case as well.

C. Structure factors

To calculate the structure factors let us start from the c
ventional definition of the cluster spectroscopic amplitude
reduced width for decay probability of the nucleia andB via
the channelsX1b andX1A, respectively~see, for example,
Refs.@35,36#!,

uL2I 2I XI a

a→X1b 5E ^I aTaMauI XTXMXuI bTbMb&

3Cn2L2m2
~rXb!dt, ~20!

where Cy5uI yTyM y&, y5a,b,X, are the internal wave
functions of the corresponding nuclei andCn2L2m2

(rXb) is
the wave function of relative motion of the nucleiX1b in
the initial nucleusa. In this section we shall refer to subscrip
2 for a a→X1b vertex and subscript 1 for aB→X1A
vertex, and we shall write expressions for RWAs for aa
→X1b vertex, taking in the mind that for aB→X1A ver-
tex the expressions are the same with the substitution 2↔1,
a↔B, b↔A.

The general expression for the RWA in terms of the fra
tional parentage coefficients~FPC! in the translational invari-
ant shell model technique is based on the transformation
the oscillatory wave functions@35–40#. For our present pur-
poses, we rewrite the general expression to describe a p
bility of formation of a massive clusterX possessing its own
excited states
uL2I XI a

a→X1b5S Na

NX
D 1/2S a

XD NL2
/2

(
[ f i ]LiSiTi ,i 5a,b,X

a[ f a]LaSa

I aTa 3a[ f X]LXSX

I XTX a[ f b]LbSb

I bTb K~L2Lb :L2!

3^LbMLb
SbMSb

uI bMI b
&^LaMLa

SaMSa
uI aMI a

3^LXMLX
SXMSX

uI XMI X
&^L2m2LbMLb

uL2ML2
&

3^LXMLX
L2ML2

uLaMLa
&

3^SXMSX
SbMSb

uSaMSa
&3^Na@ f a#LaSaTauNX@ f X#LXSXTX ;NL2

L2@ f b#LbSbTb$L2%&

5 (
J2MJ2

JL2I XJ2I a

a→X1b ^I XMI X
J2MJ2

uI aMI a
&^L2m2I bMI b

uJ2MJ2
&, ~21!
4-4
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where

JL2I XJ2I a

a→X1b 5S Na

NX
D 1/2S a

XD NL2
/2

3 (
[ f i ]LiSiTi ,i 5a,b,X

a[ f a]LaSa

I aTa

3a[ f X]LXSX

I XTX a[ f b]LbSb

I bTb (21)L21I X1I b2I a

3u~L2LbJ2Sb ;L2I b!K~L2Lb ;L2!

3^TXMTX
TbMTb

uTaMTa
&S LX SX I X

L2 Sb J2

La Sa I a

D
3^Na@ f a#LaSaTauNX@ f X#LXSXTX ;N2@ f b#L2SbTb&.

~22!

In Eqs. ~21!, ~22! a[ f i ]LiSi

JiTi are the intermediate coupling co

efficients and K(L2Lb :L2) are the generalized Talmi
Moshinsky-Smirnov coefficients@35–40#, which extract the
wave functionCn2L2m2

(rXb) of relative motion of the nucle

with the orbital angular momentumL2 and the internal wave
function with major quantum numbernb and the orbital an-
gular momentumLb from the wave function ofb nucleons
with the angular momentumL2 ~so n21nb5N2).

Here we define the total angular momentum in aa→X
1b vertex as

J25Ia1IX5L21Ib5L21Sb , ~23!

and we use the following coupling scheme for orbital angu
momenta:

La5LX1L21Lb5LX1L2 . ~24!

Thus, it is convenient to express integralI
5^CBCbuVuCACa& involving in the matrix element
~14! in terms of the RWAs in the verticesB→X1A
anda→X1b:

I5 (
I 1M1I 2M2

^I AMI A
I 1MI 1

uI fM I f
&^I bMI b

I 2MI 2
uI aMI a

&

3 (
L1L2I XEX

^L2m2I XMI X
uI 2MI 2

&^L1m1I XMI X
uI 1MI 1

&

3Cn1L1m1
* ~rXA!VCn2L2m2

~rXb!QL1I 1I X

B→X1AQL2I 2I X

a→X1b ~25!

by defining

QL2I 2I XI a

a→X1b 5(
J2

u~ I bL2I aI X :J2I 2!JL2I XJ2I a

a→X1b , ~26!

QL1I 1I XI f

B→X1A5(
J1

u~ I AL1I f I X :J1I 1!JL1I XJ1I f

B→X1A ~27!

and taking into account the total angular-momentum c
pling schemes
03460
r

-

Ia5IX1L21Ib5IX1J25I21Ib , ~28!

I f5IX1L11IA5IX1J15I11IA . ~29!

Now we rewrite the integral~25! by introducing a sum on
the transferred orbital angular momentuml in the standard
form

I5 (
lml I 1M1I 2M2

A~2I 111!~2I 211!^I AMI A
I 1MI 1

uI fM I f
&

3^I bMI b
I 2MI 2

uI aMI a
&^I 22MI 2

I 1MI 1
u lml&

3 (
L1L2I XEX

QlL1L2I 1I 2I XI f
3f lmlL1L2I XEX

, ~30!

where the structure factorsQlL1L2I 1I 2I XI f
correspond to Eq.

~16! and form factorsf lmlL1L2I XEX
are given by

f lmlL1L2I XEX
5 (

m1m2

~2 !m1^L1m1L22m2u lml&

3Cn1L1m1
* ~rXA!VCn2L2m2

~rXb!. ~31!

Thus, without changing the formal structure of the EF
DWBA formalism, we are able to consider here the case o
transferred massive clusterX, which possesses its own ex
cited states.

D. Spin tensors of the density matrix and the angular
correlation functions in the statistical CN model

The statistical CN theory based on the Hauser-Feshb
formalism @41# successfully describes the cross sections
such reactions, which are characterized by the smooth, n
resonance energy and angular dependences. In this cas
incident particle energy is distributed according to the sta
tical mechanics laws for over all the nuclear degrees of fr
dom, i.e., thermodynamical equilibrium is established in
system. When the reaction is induced by a particle of su
ciently high energy, the excited levels of CN in the co
tinuum will give the most important contribution to the re
action cross section. Consequently, the calculation of
cross section for the reactionA(a,b)B in the HF formalism
is reduced to the calculation of the transmission coefficie
T l I

I C for the various channels, defined as the ratio of the nu
ber of particles passing through the nuclear barrier into
interior of the nucleus to the number of incident particles

Let us consider the method for calculation of the sp
tensors of the density matrix and ACFs in the modified s
tistical CN model@42#, which allows us to investigate th
interaction between nuclei with arbitrary spins including t
spin-orbit interaction. We begin with the usual expression
the transition amplitudeTi f of the reactionA(a,b)B

Ti f 5^C f uCC&^CCuC i&. ~32!
4-5
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The wave functionsC i ,C f , and CC of initial, final, and
compound quasistationary statel with spin I C , level energy
El , and total widthGl can be written by using the reduce
width technique as follows:

C i5CACax (1)~Kara!, ~33!

C f5CBCbx (2)~Kbrb!,

CC~r ,El!5
1

~El2E!1
i

2
Gl

CC~r !,

CC~r !5 (
I 1MI 1

I CMC

^I aMI a
I AMI A

uI 1MI 1
&

3^I 1MI 1
l amauI CMI C

&u l aI aI 1

C(l)→A1aCACaC l a
~ra!

5 (
I 2MI 2

I CMC

^I bMI b
I fM I f

uI 2MI 2
&

3^I 2MI 2
l bmbuI CMI C

&u l bI bI 2

C(l)→B1b3CBCbC l b
~rb!,

wherex (1)(Kara) andx (2)(Kbrb) are the distorted waves i
the entrance and exit reaction channels,CB ,Cb ,CA , and
Ca are the internal wave functions of the corresponding
clei, C l a

(ra) andC l b
(rb) are the wave functions of relativ

motion; u l aI aI 1

C(l)→A1a and u l bI bI 2

C(l)→B1b are the reduced width

amplitudes of the decay of the CN quasistationary statel via
the channelsC→A1a andC→B1b.

Here we define the following angular-momentum co
pling scheme:

I15Ia1IA , I25Ib1I f ,

IC5I11 la5I21 lb , ~34!

wherel a and l b are the orbital angular momenta of the pa
ticle relative motion in the entrance and exit channels, anI 1
and I 2 are the total spins of the entrance and exit channe

Using the partial-wave expansion for the distorted wav
we obtain the transition amplitude for the case when the o
one CN resonance is being formed,

Ti f 5 (
I 1MI 1

I 2MI 2

^I aMI a
I AMI A

uI 1MI 1
&^I bMI b

I fM I f
uI 2MI 2

&

3 (
l amal bmbI CMC

^I 1MI 1
l amauI CMI C

&^I 2MI 2
l bmbuI CMI C

&

3g l aI aI 1

C(l)→A1a~g l bI bI 2

C(l)→B1b!* F ~El2E!21S i

2
GlD 2G21

3Yl ama
* ~qka

,wka
!Yl bmb

~qkb
,wkb

!, ~35!

where the partial width amplitudesg l aI aI 1

C(l)→A1a and

g l bI bI 2

C(l)→B1b ~corresponding to the decay of the CN quasis

tionary statel) are given by
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g l aI aI 1

C(l)→A1a5u l aI aI 1

C(l)→A1aE i l ax l a
~kar a!C l a

~r a!

3Yl ama
~q r a

,w r a
!r adra . ~36!

Now, using the expressions~5!, ~6!, and ~35!, we can
proceed to evaluate the spin tensorsrkq(I f) of the density
matrix for the case of the only one CN resonance.

In the region of the quasicontinuous spectrum, where
ferent resonances overlap strongly, it is necessary to ave
the contribution of each resonance over the energy an
sum all resonances in the averaging interval. As a res
instead of the partial widths, we obtain the transmission
efficients T l aI 1

I C , which are related to the average part

width ug l aI 1

I C u2 and the average spacingDI C
between levels:

T l aI 1

I C 52p
ug l aI 1

I C u2

DI C

. ~37!

Finally, spin tensors of the density matrix in the statistic
limit of the CN model take the form

rkq~ I f !5
~2I f11!1/2

2Ka
2~2I A11!~2I a11!

(
I 1I 2I 28I C

~21!2I C1I f1I b

3~2I C11!2w~ I f I 2I f I 28 :I bk!

3@~2I 111!~2I 211!#1/2~21!ml1I 11I 21I 28

3 (
l al bl a8 l b8 l l 8mlml8

T l aI 1

I C T l bI 2

I C

G~ I C!
Pl bml

~ub!Pl
b8m

l8
~ub!

3@~2l 11!~2l 811!~2l a11!~2l b11!#1/2

3^ lml l 82ml8ukq&^ l a0l b2ml u lml&

3^ l a80l b82ml8u l 8ml8&

3w~ I 2l I 28l 8:I 1k!w~ I 1l aI 2l b :I Cl !w~ I 1l a8I 28l b8 :I Cl 8!.

~38!

The denominatorG(I C) in Eq. ~38! is referred to as the tota
decay width of CN and includes all the energetically allow
decay channels of the CN:

G~ I C!5(
nlb

(
I 25u l b2I Cu

l b1I C

(
I f85uI 22I bu

I 21I b

3F(
Ef8

Ec

Tl bI 2

I C 1E
Ec

Ef* T l bI 2

I C r~Ef* ,I f8!dEf* G , ~39!

wheren is the number of open channels,Ef* is the energy of
the excited level of the final nucleusB, andEc is the energy
of the lower edge of the continuum. The transmission co
ficientsT l I

I C can be determined through the elastic scatter
4-6
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QUASIMOLECULAR STATES IN 24Mg AND d-a ANGULAR . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW C 66, 034604 ~2002!
matrices of the entrance and exit channels, and can be c
lated, for example, by using the optical model of elastic sc
tering.

Finally, we are able to calculate ACFs by using both t
spin tensors of the density matrix~38! and the appropriate
expressions~11!, ~12! for the tensors«kq(I f) of the effi-
ciency matrix.

III. APPLICATION OF THE MODELS AND RESULTS

A. The reaction 12C„

14N,d…24Mg* „a…

20Ne

The first results of studies of nuclear reactions induced
nitrogen ions at incident energies up to 100 MeV on 1p-,
2s-, and 1d-shell nuclei were performed in Refs.@43,44#. It
was shown that these reactions could be treated as one
volving the transfer of large group of nucleons. Neverthele
after further and detailed analysis both of the spectra,
excitation functions, the angular distributions, and the co
lations of resonancelike structure in the excitation functio
obtained from elastic scattering and from reactions, it w
concluded that the mechanism of CN formation plays
dominant role in these reactions@45–48#.

However, after analysis of the differential cross sectio
for these reactions, in Ref.@47# and later in Ref.@28#, it was
noticed that the angular distributions have a clear oscilla
structure. For example, in the12C(14N,d)24Mg* reaction
only two differential cross sections for the 5.23-MeV (31)
and (7.7517.81)-MeV (11, 51) states in24Mg @47# have a
smooth shape symmetrical about 90°. The population
these states is actually not associated with the direct tran
of group of nucleons, owing to the constraints imposed
the spin and parity selection rules. This indicates that
statistical CN model describes only the smooth backgrou
on which oscillations or irregularities associated with oth
reaction mechanisms are super imposed, the contributio
which can be comparable to that of CN formation. Nevert
less, the substantial contribution of CN mechanism in
reactions induced by nitrogen ions in a wide range of in
dent energies is reasonable and completely obvious in v
of the large number of open decay channels and the h
level state density of the CN.

The deuteron angular distribution measurements in
12C(14N,d)24Mg reaction and calculations included DWB
and CN analysis@28#. The direct-carbon-transfer calculation
have reached the differential cross section with structure,
did not permit to make definite conclusions without an e
mation of the spectroscopic factors. We extended the ana
of this reaction using EFR-DWBA@29# and statistical CN
model @30# to obtain quantitative spectroscopic informatio
For this purpose, we calculated the RWAs for the14N
→12Cg.s.1d (L250,2) vertex and estimated the values

the RWAs u I fL1

24Mg→12C112C for I f50 (L150) and I f56

(L15 6) by comparing the experimental@28# and calculated
cross sections. Calculations involving the direct transfer
12Cg.s. allowed us only to obtain a good agreement with t
data for both magnitude and angular distributions assum
the considerable large values of the reduced widths for12C
^

12C configurations in 24Mg and an important role o
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the massive transfer mechanism in the12C(14N,d)24Mg re-
action.

Measurements of the d-a ACFs in the
12C(14N,d)24Mg(a)20Ne reaction for the 13.45-MeV (61)
state in24Mg and the theoretical treatment of the ACFs@19#
gave reasonable description of the observed oscillated s
ture of ACFs for this state in24Mg and provided convincing
evidence for the importance of direct12C cluster transfer in
this reaction. The angular distributions in this reaction
volving the ground state~g.s.! (01) and the first excited
(21) state in24Mg have been analyzed by Sakutaet al. @49#.
A comparison was made between the experimental data
two models, the direct carbon transfer and the direct10B
transfer~the heavy stripping due to break up of the targ
nucleus12C). It was demonstrated that the calculations th
included these two mechanisms faithfully reproduced
deuteron angular distributions. Whereas the quantita
analysis showed a drastic discrepancy between the spe
scopic amplitudes for the@ 12C^

12C#g.s.,21 configurations
calculated in the cluster model and the ones extracted
comparing the calculated and experimental cross sections~by
a factor of 102). This example gave rise a question
whether the conventional cluster spectroscopic amplit
calculation technique is applicable to describe multinucle
quasimolecular spectroscopic amplitudes?

Our present work contains both a consistent analysis
the deuteron angular distributions and thed-a ACFs in the
12C(14N,d)24Mg* (a)20Neg.s. reaction involving a number o
the 24Mg* states beginning from the g.s. and up to the 14
MeV, 81 state at a few14N beam energies.

B. Calculation of the reduced width amplitudes

Let us begin from the RWA calculation for the14N
→12C1d vertex. We use the shell model wave functions
nuclei with the intermediate coupling coefficientsa[ f a]LaSa

JaTa

14N$u@ f a#LaSaTa ;I a51&%:20.195@442#13S

10.949@442#13D20.247@433#11P,

12C$u@ f X#LXSXTX ;I X50&%:0.840@44#11S20.200@422#15D

10.492@431#13P,

12C$u@ f X#LXSXTX ;I X52&%:0.899@44#11D20.217@431#13P

10.299@431#13D10.208@431#13F,

obtained in Ref.@50# by the diagonalization of the Hamil
tonian with nucleon-nucleon interaction.

The FPCs for14N→12C1d vertex involving the transfer
of massive cluster12C in two intermediate states@g.s. (01)
and 4.33 MeV (21)# are used here to calculate the RWA

QL2I XI 2

14N→12C1d @see Eqs.~22!, ~26!#. The RWAQL2I XI 2

14N→12C1d val-

ues are presented in Table I.

The RWAs QL1I 1I X

24Mg→12C112C ~27! are assumed to be ad

justed parameters, which are used for the structure fa
Q lL1L2I 1I 2I X

~16! calculation. Notice that if one takes int
4-7
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account the higher excited states in transferred12C* cluster
~for example, 14.08 MeV, 41), one needs to calculate th
wave functions for the quasistationary states with more
curacy, because the binding energy of the12C^

12C* con-
figurations becomes positive even for the ground state
24Mg.

We should mention that the differential cross section c
culation in EFR-DWBA includes noncoherent sums over
tal momentaI 1 ,I 2 and transferred angular momentuml,
whereas the expression for ACF contains a noncoherent
over I 2 and its projectileM2, but a coherent summing ove
total momentumI 1 and its projectileM1 and over transferred

TABLE I. Reduced width amplitudesQL2I XI 2

14N→12C1d .

~a!

I X50, g.s.

I2 0 2
L2 0 2

QL2I XI 2

14N→12C1d 0.326 0.736

~b!

I X52, Ef* 54.44 MeV

I2 2 0 1 2
L2 0 2 2 2

QL2I XI 2

14N→12C1d 0.885 0.415 20.533 0.198
03460
c-

in

l-
-

m

orbital momentuml. In any case the transition amplitud
~15! includes the coherent sums over total momentumI X of
the transferred nucleus and over the relation motion ang
momentaL1 andL2.

C. Differential cross sections

We performed calculations of the differential cross se
tions at 14N bombarding energies of 29 and 35 MeV for th
different excited states in24Mg, under the assumption of th
direct massive cluster transfer model and statistical
model in the framework of the formalism present
in Sec. II.

The computer code based on the modified HF formali
for the CN model has been used in our calculations~the
interested reader can find theCNCORdescription in our work
@18#!. The CNCOR code allows to calculate all the compo
nents of the spin tensors of the density matrix for any stat
the final nucleusB* , the differential cross sections of th
reaction, and particle-particle and particle-g quantum angu-
lar correlation functions. The optical-model elastic scatter
calculations are carried out for the nuclei with arbitrary sp
including the spin-orbit interaction. The detailed discuss
of parameter choice in the CN calculation has been prese
in our previous works@22,30#. The optical potential and HF
calculation parameters are shown in Table II.

In the HF formalism of the statistical CN model a spec
attention has been made to the concept of a critical ang
momentumI cr @47,48#. The critical angular momentumI cr ,
7
9
48
3

.4
43
5

84
2
9

TABLE II. CN calculation and interaction potential parameters;V(r )5V fV
21(r )1 iW fW

21(r )1VC , f n(r )511exp@(r2Rn)/an#, n
5V,W.

~a!
22Na 25Mg 25Al 24Mg 12C 20Ne 23Na 21Ne 18F 16O 21Na 19F
1a 1p 1n 1d 114N 16Li 13He 15Li 18Be 110B 15He 17Be

ab(MeV21) 4.01 4.56 4.56 4.38 2.55 4.197 3.83 3.285 3.83 3.4
Dc~MeV! 0 1.509 2.051 6.258 0 1.345 2.366 0 2.899 1.27
Yd~MeV! 0.194 0.157 0.157 0.168 0.412 0.180 0.210 0.271 0.210 0.2
Ec

e~MeV! 4.47 5.01 5.07 10.06 8.98 5.77 5.78 4.96 8.89 6.51 4.68
Nf 20 18 25 40 18 21 19 35 23 24 50 15
V~MeV! 90.15 42.82 47.0 50.0 100.0 65.5 11.84 11.62 11.67 11.07 54.4 35
RV~fm! 4.33 3.68 3.5 4.33 5.6 4.02 5.786 6.033 6.238 6.310 4.76 4.6
aV~fm! 0.58 0.67 0.72 0.59 0.48 0.41 0.45 0.45 0.45 0.45 0.53 1.0
W~MeV! 10.8 6.88a 11.3a 16.0 27.0 12.0 1.756 1.687 1.704 1.513 9.8 11.5a

RW~fm! 4.33 4.15 3.71 4.33 5.92 3.87 5.786 6.033 6.238 6.310 4.76 5.6
aW~fm! 0.58 0.37 0.47 0.59 0.26 1.48 0.45 0.45 0.45 0.45 0.53 0.6
RC~fm! 3.36 3.50 0. 4.33 6.58 6.79 5.786 6.033 6.238 6.31 3.92 6.7

~b!

Channel RV~fm! aV~fm! RC~fm!

d112C 2.97 0.65 2.97
12C112C 4.235 0.7 4.235

aImaginary wells are of the surface type.
bThe level density parameter,a5A/5.48 @51#.
cThe pairing energy@48#.
dThe yrast-line cutoff parameter is defined asY5\2/2Frig , whereFrig is the rigid body moment of inertia;Frig5

2
5 r 0

2A5/3,r 051.25 fm.
eThe energy corresonding to the lower edge of the continuum.
fNumber of discrete levels.
4-8
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TABLE III. Grazing and maximum orbital angular momenta~in \ units! in the entrance@ l a
gr ~29 MeV!

510–11;l a
gr ~35 MeV!512–13# and exit channels and critical angular momentum of CN.

29 MeV 35 MeV

I 24Mg
p ,«* ~MeV! l a

max l b
gr l b

max I cr l a
max l b

gr l b
max I cr

01, g.s. 5 7 5 6 7 7–8 7 8
21, 1.37 7 7 5 8 8 7–8 6 9
21, 4.24 7 6 5 8 8 7 6 9
41, 4.12 7 6 3 8 9 6–7 5 10
31, 5.23 11 7 8 12
61, 8.11; 61,8.44 9 5 3 10 11 5–6 5 12
61, 13.45 9 2 3 10 10 4 4 11
81, 13.21; 81,14.15 10 1 2 11 12 4 4 13
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as it has been introduced in previous works, determines
possibility of a nuclear fusion in the entrance channel
depends on the dynamics of the entrance channel and
considered as the maximum CN angular momentumI cr

5I C
max which is being realized in the reaction. For examp

the HF cross sections for the given reaction were calcula
in Ref. @47# at the beam energiesElab525–40 MeV assum-
ing that all angular momenta in the entrance channel, wh
do not exceedI cr5 l a

gr2(1 –2)\1I a , contribute to the26Al
formation~the grazing orbital angular momentuml gr is equal
to the orbital angular momentum, for which the transmiss
coefficient is equal to 0.5 and is given approximately
l a
gr.KaRa , whereKa is momentum andRa is interaction

radius in the entrance channel!. Naturally,I cr was chosen the
same for all the excited levels in24Mg. However, it is nec-
essary to note that the cross sections calculated in the R
@47,48# reproduce only the average behavior and consid
ably overestimate the experimental data for the most le
~especially for the low-lying levels at small angles!.

In order to determine correctly the relative contribution
CN and direct mechanisms, let us focus more attention
the choice ofI cr . Taking into account that the CN total an
gular momentumI C in the channel-spin representation is d
termined by the selection rules~34!, we can conclude thatI cr
depends on the maximum orbital angular momentum bot
the entrance channel and in the exit channel due to the p
ciple of the overall balance,

I cr[I C
max5I a1I A1 l a

max5I b1I f1 l b
max. ~40!

In the selected rules~40! one should choosel a
max&la

gr and
l b
max&lb

gr , wherel a
gr andl b

gr depend on incident energy. More
over, l b

gr depends on the energy of the excited state. We a
emphasize that the last equivalence in Eq.~40! means thatI cr
depends on the spin of the final nucleus. In Table III,
present the obtained values of the maximum orbital ang
momenta,l a

max and l b
max, and the critical angular momentum

I cr5I C
max satisfying the selected rules~40! at incident beam

energies 29 and 35 MeV. The grazing orbital angular m
mentum in the entrance channell a

gr for these energies is ap
proximately (10211)\ and (12213)\, respectively. At first
sight, the result thatI cr depends onI f spin of the final
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nucleus ~namely, I cr becomes smaller for the low-lying
states! seems to be paradoxical, but we should mention t
this is a consequence of a formal equivalence of the entra
and exit channels and the selected rules~34!, ~40!. As a re-
sult, an effective decrease ofl a

max values for the low-lying
levels reduces the CN cross sections for these levels.

Reaction cross section calculations for the direct trans
mechanism were carried out in the EFR-DWBA using t
OLYMP-5 computer code@18#, which we modified to perform
summation over spinI X of the intermediate nucleus and tot
angular momentaI 1 and I 2. The optical-potential and
interaction-potential parameters are presented in Table II

Figures 1 and 2 represent the comparison of the result
CN and EFR-DWBA calculations with the experimental d
ferential cross sections for the12C(14N,d)24Mg* reaction in-
volving different excited states in24Mg at beam energies 29
and 35 MeV. The theoretical curves represent the incohe
sum of the CN model and direct massive transfer calcu
tions. We took into account a stripping mechanism of dir
transfer of the12C* cluster in the g.s. and in the first excite
4.44-MeV (21) state.

Our analysis shows that a direct transfer of the12C cluster
provides approximately 80–85 % of the cross section va
at forward angles for the g.s. (01), 70% for the 1.37-MeV
(21) level, 50–70 % for the 4.12-MeV (41) and 8.11-MeV
(61) level, and 55–60 % for the 13.45-MeV (81) level at 35
and 29 MeV. The CN mechanism produces a major con
bution to the cross section at large angles. For the 13
MeV (61) state a direct-transfer mechanism dominates
any angles, because the CN cross section is small due to
relatively smalll a

max and l b
max values. One can suggest a ce

tain contribution of the exchange mechanisms~for example,
the heavy-particle stripping! at large angles, that arise from
the decay of the target nucleus. However, the mechani
connected with the direct transfer of the10B cluster are re-
alized due to10B^

14N configurations in24Mg. It is not ob-
viously a priori that these configurations are quasimolecu
and have comparably big RWAs.

We studied the sensitivity of the results obtained to
variation of our model parameters. It is well known that t
absolute value of the cross section in the EFR-DWBA d
pends on parameters of the relative motion wave functio
4-9
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FIG. 1. Deuteron angular distributions for the12C(14N,d)24Mg*
reaction atElab529 MeV calculated for the direct-12C-transfer
mechanism~the dashed curves!, CN mechanism~the dotted curves!,
and for their incoherent sum~the solid curves!. The experimental
points are from Ref.@28#.
03460
especially on the radius of12C112C interaction. Naturally,

the estimated values of the RWAsQL1I 1I X

24Mg→12C112C depend on

a choice of this parameter and can change about a few ti
with radius variation. In particular, a sufficient increase
the 12C112C interaction radius~following Ref. @49#! leads to

a decrease ofQL1I 1I X

24Mg→12C112C values by factor of 3–5. How-

ever, these RWA values are more than the analytical o
~calculated in Ref.@49#! by a factor of 102. The radius of

FIG. 2. Same as in Fig. 1 but forElab535 MeV. The experi-
mental points are from Ref.@47#.
4-10
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QUASIMOLECULAR STATES IN 24Mg AND d-a ANGULAR . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW C 66, 034604 ~2002!
12C112C interaction that has been used in our calculatio
corresponds to the average24Mg radius and allows one to
obtain the all angular distributions and ACFs at given in
dent energies.

It should also be noted that the angular distributions, th
forms, and absolute values depend on the relative contr
tion of the 12C^

12C configurations with different

QL1I 1I X

24Mg→12C112C . We have estimatedQL1I 1I X

24Mg→12C112C values

by a comparison of the experimental and calculated differ
tial cross sections and ACFs. The extracted values of R

QL1I 1I X

24Mg→12C112C are shown in Table IV.

Angular distributions for the low-lying levels@g.s., 1.37
and 4.24 MeV (21)# have the most pronounced structure.
particular, the best agreement with the experimental data
the states 1.37 MeV and 4.24 MeV (21) was obtained unde
the assumption that the components withL15I f52, I X
50,2 introduce the main contribution, whereas theL150,
I X52 component is negligible. A position of the first max
mum in angular distributions becomes more correct due
the contribution of the major component withL154 (I X
52).

Angular distributions for the high-lying levels (E*
>8 MeV) do not have any distinguish structure, and to e

TABLE IV. Reduced width amplitudesQL1I 1I X

24Mg→12C112C .

I 24Mg
p ,«* ~MeV! I1 L1 IX 29 MeV 35 MeVa 42 MeV

01, g.s. 0 0 0 0.84 0.84

21, 1.37 2 2 0 0.66 0.66
2 0 2 0 0
2 2 2 0.66 0.66
2 4 2 20.2 20.2

21, 4.24 2 2 0 0.66 0.66
2 0 2 0 0.2
2 2 2 0.66 0.66
2 4 2 20.2 20.2

41, 4.12 4 4 0 0.35 0.35
4 2 2 0.35 0.35
4 4 2 0.35 0.35
4 6 2 0 0.35

61,8.11; 61,8.44 6 6 0 0 0 0
6 4 2 0.447 0.447 0
6 6 2 0.447 0.447 0.447
6 8 2 0.447 0.447 0.447

61, 13.45 6 6 0 0 0 0
6 4 2 0.114 0.28 0
6 6 2 0.114 0.28 0.28
6 8 2 0 0 0.56

81,13.21; 81,14.15 8 8 0 0
8 6 2 0.35 0
8 8 2 0.35 0.35
8 10 2 0 0.35

aRWAs for the 13.45-MeV(61) state were obtained atElab

533 MeV and 42 MeV by comparison of calculated and expe
mental data from Ref.@19#.
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tract the RWAs we analyze them simultaneously with t
corresponding angular correlation functions.

D. Functions of d-a angular correlation and quasimolecular
12C‹ 12C* states in 24Mg.

The direct-12C-transfer calculations of ACFs for the ex
cited states in24Mg @beginning from the 4.12-MeV (41)
state# have been performed.

In Fig. 3, we compare the calculated ACFs with expe
mental data@15,19# for the 13.45-MeV (61) state in24Mg at

-

FIG. 3. d-a angular correlation functions for the
12C(14N,d)24Mg* (a)20Ne reaction at beam energiesElab

533 MeV ~a!, 42 MeV ~b!, and 29 MeV~c! for the 13.24-MeV
(61) state in 24Mg at deuteron angleuc.m.50°. The experimental
points are from Ref.@19#. Curves represent direct12C* (I X52)
transfer calculations for12C^

12C* configurations corresponding t

the different relative weights ofQL1I 1I XI f

24Mg→12C112C for L154, 6, 8.
4-11
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14N bombarding energies of 33 MeV@Fig. 3~a!# and 42 MeV
@Fig. 3~b!#, as well as the calculated ACFs at 29 MeV@Fig.
3~c!# for deuteron angleu lab50°. Our calculations have
been performed for different contributions of th

QL1I 1I XI f

24Mg→12C112C values (L15I f1IX).

Two features of the ACFs are worth noting:
~1! The angular dependence of the ACFs with pronoun

oscillations is dictated by the values of the projectile ener
Even slight~about 4–5 MeV! changes of the projectile en
ergy can lead to large variations in angular dependence o
ACFs.

~2! The calculated ACFs show a strong sensitivity to t
structure of the given excited state in24Mg, that is, its cluster
wave function and a relative weight of the various12C
^

12C configurations. The latter can be determined by t
quantum numbers: the orbital angular momentumL1 of rela-
tive motion of two 12C in 24Mg, and the total spinIX of
transferred cluster12C* ~assuming thatI A[I 12C50), in ac-
cordance with the angular-momentum coupling scheme~29!.

At zero-angle deuteron emission the angular-momen
projectionsM f5M2 (M250,61,62) are only possible and
the ACFs~18! are incoherent sums of squares of spheri
harmonics multiplied by the relative populations of theM f

5M2 projections~19!. Meanwhile, theM f projection popu-
lations strongly depend on the relative contribution of diffe
ent @12C^

12C* #L1I 1I XI f
configurations, which are characte

ized by the angular-momentum coupling scheme~29!.
Making a comparison of the calculated ACFs and the exp
mental ones at different incident energies we were able
restore the cluster structure of a given state and to ext

quantitative values of theQL1I 1I X

24Mg→12C112C , which are pre-

sented in Table IV.
In Fig. 4, the energy dependence of the ACFs for

13.45-MeV (61) state~calculated with the RWAs from Table
IV ! is shown. Assuming that the orbital rotation of two12C
nuclei relative to each other in a molecular configuration
primarily responsible for the unexpectedly large RWA v

FIG. 4. d-a ACFs for the 13.24-MeV (61) state in 24Mg cal-
culated withQL15450.114;QL15650.114;QL15850 at different
beam energies.
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ues, it should not come as surprise to find that RWAs exh
a weak energy dependence.

For example, an excellent agreement between the exp
mental data and theory can be obtained at14N bombarding
energy of 33 MeV, if and only if a coherent summation
two 12C^

12C* configurations withL154,6 and I X52 is
carried out. The12C(g.s.) transfer withI X50 should be lim-
ited because the onlyL15I f56 is allowed in this case
When the beam energy increases up to 42 MeV, the ang
dependence of the experimental ACFs becomes smooth
does not show any clear oscillations. To explain this behav
of experimental ACF, we show that the contribution of t
higher angular momentaL156,8 becomes more important a
high incident energies, which leads to the smoothing of
ACFs. Indeed, if the reaction involves the given excit
state, the transferred momentumDK5Ka2Kb rises as the
beam energy increases. When multiplied by the interac
radius R, DK gives the transferred angular momentuml
5L11L2. Therefore, we conclude that at the higher in
dent energy the relevant contribution of the higher allow
transferred angular momental and the higher relative motion
angular momentaL1 becomes dominant.

For all the levels with one exception@13.45-MeV (61)
state# the absence of oscillations in ACFs was found by A
temov et al. @15#. This fact requires reasonable explanati
and justification. Let us consider the results of ACF calcu
tion in the direct-transfer model for the other high-lying e
cited states in24Mg between 4- and 14-MeV excitation en
ergy. Results of the direct-12C-transfer calculations for the
8.11-MeV (61) state in 24Mg are shown in Fig. 5~a!. There

we show the ACFs obtained with differentQL1I 1I X

24Mg→12C112C

values at 14N bombarding energy of 29 MeV. The ACF
presented in Fig. 5~b! were calculated at energiesElab

529,33,35, and 42 MeV assuming theQL1I 1I X

24Mg→12C112C val-

ues from Table IV. The ACFs for the 8.11- and 8.44-Me
(6 1) states show a smooth, practically nonoscillated beh
ior at beam energy 29 MeV if the configurations withL1
54,6,8 andIX52 have approximately the same weight. A
Elab542 MeV the configurations with the higher angul
momenta,L156,8 are dominant.

Figure 6~a! shows the results of ACF calculations for th
13.21-MeV (81) state obtained with differen

QL1I 1I X

24Mg→12C112C values. One can see that the ACFs calcula

at Elab529 MeV with equivalent contribution of the con
figurations withL156,8 andI X52 do not contain any os
cillations and are sufficiently smooth. Nevertheless, osci
tions can appear at high incident energies, for example
Elab542 MeV. As can be seen from Fig. 6~b!, the energy
dependence of the ACFs for this state calculated w

QL1I 1I X

24Mg→12C112C values from Table IV is pronounced.

Finally, we can conclude that the polynomial structure
the ACFs is connected with the orbital rotation of two12C
nuclei relative to each other in a molecular configuratio
The experimental ACFs indicate that the distribution of t
magnetic populations is not homogeneous and this fact i
contradiction with the statistical CN model. To explain th
fact we show that a direct transfer of the massive clus
4-12
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12C* takes place both in the gs and in the first excited 4.
MeV (21) state. For the high-lying levels (E* >8 MeV),
with I f561,81 in 24Mg, the direct transfer of12C* in the
first excited 4.44-MeV (21) state dominates. Populations
the magnetic substates depend on the relative contribut
of different @12C^

12C* #L1I 1I XI f
configurations with spectro

scopic weights determined by the incident energy and tra
fer momentum. We show that the lower allowed orbital a
gular momenta of relative motion of two12C play a
dominant role at low energies, whereas at higher energies
higher allowed orbital angular momenta become more
portant. When the incident energy increases sufficiently,
other intermediate excited states in transferred nucleus
coming into play.

IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

Based on the theory of the spin density matrix and its s
tensors, we presented the generalized methods for the
calculations in the framework of two complementary nucle
reaction models: EFR-DWBA and the modified statistic
CN model. The theoretical analysis of the differential cro
sections and ACFs in the12C(14N,d)24Mg(a)20Ne reaction

FIG. 5. d-a ACFs for the 8.11-MeV (61) state in 24Mg at
deuteron angleuc.m.50°. ~a! Direct-12C* (I X52)-transfer calcula-
tions atE14N529 MeV for 12C^

12C* configurations correspondin

to the different relative weights ofQL1I 1I XI f

24Mg→12C112C for L154,6,8.
~b! Energy dependence of calculated ACFs for12C^

12C configura-
tion with QL1545QL1565QL15850.447.
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has been performed under the assumption that the d
transfer of 12C* cluster and CN mechanisms are realized
the reaction, that made it possible to obtain remarkable qu
titative agreement between the theoretical calculations
the experimental data. Using the total transferred angu
momentum coupling scheme, we calculated the RWAs
the light vertex14N→12C* 1d involving g.s. and 4.44-MeV
(21) intermediate states in12C* . It is shown that the con-
tribution of the CN mechanism, which have been calcula
taking into account the critical CN angular momentumI cr
and the selected rules in the entrance and exit reaction c
nels, does not exceed 50% of the total cross section value
all the studied excited states in the final24Mg* nucleus at
beam energies 29 and 35 MeV. Our calculations confirm
existence of the 12-nucleon massive cluster direct-tran
mechanism and substantiate the presence of quasimole
12C^

12C configurations in different states in24Mg.
The comparison between the existing experimental d

and our calculations of the differential cross sections and
ACFs has made possible a direct determination of RWAs
the 24Mg* →12C112C* vertex taking into consideration th
different @12C^

12C* #L1I 1I XI f
configurations. The calculate

QL1I 1I XI f

24Mg→12C112C values are found to be sufficiently large fo

FIG. 6. d-a ACFs for the 13.21-MeV (81) state in 24Mg at
deuteron angleuc.m.50°. ~a! Direct-12C* -transfer (I X52) calcula-
tions atE14N529 MeV for 12C^

12C* configurations corresponding

to the different relative weights ofQL1I 1I XI f

24Mg→12C112C for L156,8,10.
~b! Energy dependence of calculated ACFs for12C^

12C configura-
tion with QL1565QL15850.35; QL151050.
4-13
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all states we studied and are many times over~by a factor of
102) than calculated in the framework of the cluster mod
@49#. It is shown that large RWA values are associated w
relative orbital motion of two12C with angular momentaL1
in the certain quasimolecular configuration.

We show that the low-lying states in24Mg @g.s., 1.37 and
4.24 MeV (21)# are characterized by the following configu
rations: L15I f , g.s. and 4.44 (21) states of intermediate
12C nucleus.

For the 13.45-MeV (61) state and the other high-lyin
states withI f561,81 in 24Mg all the allowed momenta
L1ÄI f¿IX are involved in the reaction owing to th
12C(21) transfer priority. At high incident energies th
tt.
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higher orbital angular momenta of relative motionL1 are
dominant. The energy dependence of ACFs is connected
the spectroscopic amplitude distribution between the diff
ent @12C^

12C* #L1I 1I XI f
configurations.
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